Configure Twilio Integration in DeTask App for Mac
Introduction
DeTask App for Mac allows you to integrate with your Twilio Account to send Tasks
Schedules/Appointments or Text Messages via
SMS to your Clients and or Team Members.
You would want to send Schedules and
Appointments to inform or remind your Clients
and Team Members of future appointments or
action items. SMS is a preferred sending
method due to being able to be received and
displayed by any cell phone, regardless of if it
is a smartphone (iPhone or Android) or not.
The functionality of SMS Sending Schedules and Messages can be accessed via the Send SMS
icon.

This allows you to Select the time interval for the tasks to be included as well as which Clients
and/or Team Members tasks to be included. Only the tasks assigned to selected Clients and or
Team Members that have the start date within the selected interval will be sent.

Here are couple of examples of received Clients and Team Members Schedules.

The same Send SMS window allows you to also send a Single SMS message to any selected
Clients and Team Members. This is especially useful if you want to send different reminders or
announcements to one or multiple Clients and or Team Member. In that case only the text
typed in the Message box will be sent.
DeTask allows sharing of only individual Tasks/ToDos via other means as well, like iMessage,
Mail or directly to other Applications. This can be accomplished by selecting any task from the
table view and pressing the Share button.

Twilio Account Creation
To be able to Send schedules and messages via SMS, you must have a Twilio Account. If
you do not have one, it is simple to register for free and get one. You can do that by Signing Up
at https://www.twilio.com/

Signing up for a trial will get a free sending phone number (for a limited time) and a small dollar
balance to use for sending SMS. The Twilio trial will be enough to configure and get familiar
with the DeTask SMS Schedule and Messages sending functionality. You may decide to use your
own phone number rather than the one automatically generated and that will cost extra.
After your trial expires you will be able to choose either a pay as you go plan or volume
discount plan. The Twilio SMS pricing is quite affordable.

Configure DeTask to Use Your Twilio Account
After you have your Twilio Account created proceed with saving the ACCOUNT SID and
the AUTH TOKEN (see screenshots below) as well as your Twilio Phone Number as you will need
them afterwards.

Figure 1 Twilio ACCOUNT SID & AUTH TOKEN

Figure 2Twilio SMS Sending Phone Number

Now you can proceed with configuring the Twilio integration in the DeTask App. That can be
accomplished by opening the Settings window via the Settings button.

Paste the Twilio ACCOUNT ID you saved previously into the DeTask “Twilio Secure ID” field and
the Twilio AUTH TOKEN in the DeTask “Twilio Passphrase” field. Also paste the Twilio Phone
Number into the DeTask “Sending Phone#” field. It is recommended to define a “Test Phone#”
below so you can test the integration.

As soon as you configured this, you can test the configuration by pressing the “Sent Test
Message” button.

If your configuration is proper, you should receive a test message with the word Test delivered
to your Test Phone Number.
In this window, you can also define a Title and a Footer. If you do so, these will be included with
each Schedule Sending.
The “Overwrite Receiver Phone # (Testing)” setting can be used to test the Sending Schedules
via SMS functionality. By checking this box, and saving these settings, DeTask will know that
next time you will use the Saving Schedules via SMS functionality to send all schedules to your
defined “Test Phone#” instead of the real Clients and Team Members Phone Numbers. This can
be used to test Sending Schedules vis SMS functionality if desired.
Unchecking “Overwrite Receiver Phone # (Testing)” and saving this setting will ensure that the
schedules will be send to the real Clients and or Team Members Phone Numbers next time
when using that functionality.

The Delay (ms) is set by default to 1000 ms. It is recommended to leave this as is to preserve
the order of SMS messages sent. This is because Twilio limits the number of sent SMSs to one
every second for each account.
Congratulations! You have configured the DeTask Twilio integration. Please make sure to email
us at larry@lauhe.com if you have any question.
Thank you for using the DeTask App!

